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Abstract

The revolution in high-throughput sequencing technologies has enabled the acquisition of gigabytes of RNA sequences in
many different conditions and has highlighted an unexpected number of small RNAs (sRNAs) in bacteria. Ongoing exploit-
ation of these data enables numerous applications for investigating bacterial transacting sRNA-mediated regulation net-
works. Focusing on sRNAs that regulate mRNA translation in trans, recent works have noted several sRNA-based regulatory
pathways that are essential for key cellular processes. Although the number of known bacterial sRNAs is increasing, the ex-
perimental validation of their interactions with mRNA targets remains challenging and involves expensive and time-con-
suming experimental strategies. Hence, bioinformatics is crucial for selecting and prioritizing candidates before designing
any experimental work. However, current software for target prediction produces a prohibitive number of candidates be-
cause of the lack of biological knowledge regarding the rules governing sRNA–mRNA interactions. Therefore, there is a real
need to develop new approaches to help biologists focus on the most promising predicted sRNA–mRNA interactions. In this
perspective, this review aims at presenting the advantages of mixing bioinformatics and visualization approaches for ana-
lyzing predicted sRNA-mediated regulatory bacterial networks.
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Introduction

The ‘regulatory RNA’ field is expanding rapidly, and exciting new
perspectives have recently emerged (for review see [1, 2]) because
of the wide spectrum of regulatory functions that have been
identified. Moreover, recent data provided by high-throughput
technologies have shown that small RNAs (sRNAs) are much
more represented in the bacterial world than previously
expected [3]. In contrast to eukaryotic sRNAs (e.g. siRNAs and
miRNAs), which have a size of <30 nucleotides, bacterial sRNAs
show a wide variety of different structures and sizes, ranging
roughly from 50 to 500 nucleotides (513 nt for the Staphylococcus
aureus RNA III), and are known to be key players in cell regulation
(positively or negatively) by interacting with proteins or/and
mRNA molecules.

In bacteria, sRNAs are involved in fine-tuning gene expres-
sion by many biological processes, such as the modulation of
transcription, translation, mRNA stability and DNA mainten-
ance or silencing [4, 5]. Furthermore, crucial regulatory roles of
sRNAs have also been noted in the establishment of virulence
in several bacterial pathogens, such as Vibrio cholerae [6], S. aur-
eus [7] and Listeria monocytogenes [8]. Moreover, using a genomic
comparative analysis, Mandin et al. [9] identified a specific
pathogenic sRNA subset that includes the pathogenic bacterium
L. monocytogenes and the nonpathogenic Listeria innocua.

The regulation of gene expression by transacting sRNAs
generally involves base-pairing with the mRNA. An example of
an accepted mechanism of negative regulation involves a trans-
acting sRNA, which will mask the interaction with its mRNA tar-
get by base-pairing at the Shine–Dalgarno (SD) site to prevent
translation. The change resulting from the interaction between
the sRNA and its target modifies the 50UTR structure of the
mRNA and/or blocks ribosomal recruitment. Therefore, the effect
of such regulation can either positively or negatively affect the
translation or stability of mRNAs, depending on both the folding
of the two RNAs and the location of the interaction in the 50UTR
of the mRNA. As is the case for eukaryotic microRNAs, bacterial
sRNAs may target several mRNAs [10], and mRNAs may be regu-
lated by one or more sRNAs [11], forming complex interdepend-
ent regulation networks. Although high-throughput sequencing
technologies have enabled the rapid acquisition of many sRNA
sequences (Figure 1), the identification of their targets is still
challenging, as the time and cost required for a single experi-
mental validation remains limiting. Therefore, in silico methods
to help biologists select the most meaningful sRNAs are neces-
sary. Such methods should integrate a maximum amount of
knowledge to increase the biological relevance while predicting
sRNA–mRNA interactions. However, regardless of the bioinfor-
matics software used for predicting targets, the lack of precise in-
formation for the base-paring rules often results in a prohibitive
number of predictions [12], even for a small bacterial genome.
Therefore, additional approaches are currently being developed
to exploit these imperfect predictions.

This review covers two aspects of regulatory network con-
structions, with a double focus on in silico methods dedicated to
sRNA–mRNA predictions and data mining tasks.

Bacterial sRNAS
Discovering sRNAs by experimental approaches

Two main experimental approaches for deciphering bacterial
transcriptomes [3] have been widely described and used for
various applications. The first approach consists of the

assessment of whole genome tiling arrays by designing probes
that cover the complete genome. A limitation of this approach
is its dependence on the design of the probes, which is time-
and cost-consuming. The second and more frequently used
approach is based on a high-throughput sequencing approach
following an sRNA enrichment step (see [13] for review). This
experimental approach offers the advantage of providing quan-
titative and qualitative data at reasonable cost [13].

However, obtaining the exhaustive catalog of sRNA encoding
genes in one bacterium requires the design of an extended
protocol with many variable conditions. For instance, two high-
throughput sequencing studies have been performed to analyze
the transcriptome of Escherichia coli [14, 15]. Raghavan et al. [14]
designed two conditions according to the absence and presence
of Mg2þ (involved in the action of the chaperone HFQ for guiding
the base-pairing step), whereas Shinhara et al. [15] used a single
condition during the cell’s exponential growth phase in a
minimal medium with a unique glucose source. Both studies
proposed a list of sRNAs containing most of the 80 known E. coli
sRNAs and 63 and 113 new sRNA genes, respectively. It is note-
worthy that the sequence comparison of the two sets only
resulted in a small overlap, specifically, 5 of the 176 new sRNAs.
This observation supports the assumption of a strong depend-
ence of sRNA expression on external conditions.

Figure 1. Overview of the exploitation of experimental sRNAs while investigat-

ing sRNA-mediated regulatory networks. Experimental and in silico stages are

given in boxes, respectively, colored in orange and blue. The regulatory network

is composed of two node types: sRNA and mRNA. Edges between sRNA–mRNA

pairs represent interactions between both RNAs. The focus of this review is pre-

sented in the central blue rectangle. A colour version of this figure is available at

BIB online: http://bib.oxfordjournals.org.
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When exploiting RNA-seq or tiling arrays, it must also be
mentioned that additional information of particular interest
can be added. First, the position of the transcription start site
(extremity of the 50UTR region) can be estimated, which is
helpful for specifying sRNA interaction regions onto mRNA
transcripts. Second, the co-expression of sRNAs and mRNAs
from different conditions can be used to infer putative inter-
actions (a recent work illustrates such analyses with E. coli K12)
[16]. However, co-expression is not sufficient to prove a
direct interaction between sRNAs and mRNAs, and as men-
tioned by the authors, further bioinformatics and experimental
approaches are needed to prove sRNA–mRNA interactions.

What is known about sRNA–mRNA pair features

According to experimental data, the length of the interacting re-
gion between sRNAs and mRNAs varies from 5 to 20 bases, with
some examples where only few base pairs are necessary [1, 17].
For most of the sRNAs involved in negative regulation, the inter-
action occurs in the 50UTR mRNA region in the proximity of the
start codon and the SD site. However, the rules governing the
interaction have not been fully elucidated, and this lack of infor-
mation has been noted in several recent publications. In this
section, we summarize the features that have been observed or
demonstrated, considering both RNA sequences and the experi-
mental data available in the literature.

Richter et al. [12] investigated the conservation, from an evo-
lutionary point of view, of sRNA–mRNA interacting regions. By
comparing the sequence content, they observed a stronger con-
servation in sRNAs than in mRNAs. The significance of accessi-
bility from the secondary structural point of view for the
interacting regions has also been investigated experimentally
by various groups [12, 18], with the general conclusion that the
importance of accessible regions remains difficult to evaluate.

Other features of the biochemical functions of the targets
are of interest. Gottesman et al. [19] assessed some main sRNA
functions according to their functional mRNA targets and re-
ported the following: (i) repression of the expression of mem-
brane proteins, (ii) regulation of metabolic activity and (iii)
modulation of the synthesis of transcription factors. Regarding
the first function, because of the lack of knowledge, it cannot be
explained why the cell would promote sRNA-mediated regula-
tion. Focusing on the metabolism of Mycobacterium tuberculosis,
Gottesman et al. hypothesized that the multiple targeting of sev-
eral enzymes by one sRNA could be a rapid and economic way
to adapt the metabolism of the cell to stressful external condi-
tions [20]. Finally, the multiple regulation of one transcription
factor by different sRNAs could be beneficial for the cell, ena-
bling rapid coordination of the regulation of different biological
pathways.

More formally, Beisel et al. [21] suggested classification of
regulatory motifs according to their topological and biological
features. Hence, the Single-Input Module (SIM) motif is repre-
sented by one sRNA interacting with multiple targets. These
multiple mRNAs can be related to identical pathways or biolo-
gical processes, and the requirement for only one regulating
molecule allows the cell to rapidly adapt itself. When several
stressful conditions appear, the cell can coordinate the regula-
tion of disparate mRNAs by several sRNAs and vice versa by
forming a Dense Overlapping Regulon (DOR) motif.

Skippington et al. [22] exploited this formalism to describe
the predicted orthologous E. coli sRNAs in 27 closely related
enterobacteria. Based on the type of the regulation motif, they
deduced that sRNAs involved in a SIM motif may be more

conserved through the phylum of studied bacteria. This obser-
vation is consistent with the hypothesis that evolutionary pres-
sure can preserve the base-pairing capacity of sRNAs [11, 18]. As
the examples of sRNA-mediated regulations are becoming in-
creasingly complex, the idea that many key cellular processes
may be governed by sophisticated regulation networks involv-
ing proteins and sRNAs has emerged. Therefore, developing
predictive tools to describe such networks at the scale of the
cell has become a challenging goal.

Methods and tools to construct sRNA-
mediated regulatory networks

Two steps are necessary for the construction of a predicted
sRNA-mediated regulatory network. First, it is necessary to ac-
quire the two types of nodes corresponding to mRNAs and
sRNAs. Both can be obtained by RNA-seq experimental
approaches. Without such experimental data at the genome
scale, CDS can be obtained from existing annotated genes,
whereas putative sRNAs can be extracted from the RFAM data-
base [23]. Second, it is necessary to predict interactions between
sRNAs and their putative mRNA targets, which will be repre-
sented as edges between the two types of nodes in the graphs.

Predicting sRNA–mRNA pairs

To detect putative RNA–RNA interactions (for review see [24,
25]), a first class of sequence alignment methods, such as
BLAST [26] or ssearch [27], can be used to search for long
stretches of complementarity between the mRNA target and the
sRNA reversed query sequence. The identity matrix has to be
modified to include complementarity, rather than similarity,
while considering wobble G–U pairs. To better consider the
thermodynamic model in the alignment, the Smith–Waterman
algorithm was used as the basis of a variety of implementa-
tions, including RiSearch [28] and TargetRNA [29]. Other
approaches include specialized versions of RNAfold [30], such
as RNAduplex [31] and RNAplex [32]. Such implementations
search for the joined minimum free energy (MFE) structure, and
they essentially differ by considering bulges and internal loops
in different ways. All of these approaches have the common
feature of considering intermolecular interactions, while ignor-
ing intramolecular interactions.

A second class of more sophisticated bioinformatics meth-
ods takes intramolecular interactions into account while com-
puting intermolecular interactions. The simplest such methods
compute the optimal folding of a joined sequence formed by the
concatenation of the mRNA, a linker and the sRNA. A modified
version of RNAfold is used to compute the interaction, while
applying a specific treatment to the linker sequence. Examples
of such methods include pairfold [33] and RNAcofold [34]. The
main drawback of this approach is that it does not predict pseu-
doknots. Accordingly, it cannot predict a class of joint struc-
tures, such as kissing hairpins.

The third class of methods starts from the accessible sites of
each sequence, which are subsequences of consecutive nucleo-
tides not involved in intramolecular base-pairing. Approaches
such as RNAup [35] and IntaRNA [36] rely on the calculation of
the partition function by combining both the inter- and intra-
molecular energies to provide the best energy combination. The
complexity of the approach restricts the number of accessible
sites. An improvement to the last approach can be found in
extensions of the IRIS approach [37]. An interesting study of the
joint secondary structure prediction problem can be found in
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[38], where the general RNA–RNA interaction problem is shown
to be an NP-hard problem under three different models with
growing complexity.

In contrast, comparative and probabilistic methods exploit
the coevolution of interacting nucleotides and have shown
advantages over MFE methods [39]. These methods rely on the
identification of conserved structural motifs by using signals of
the sequence covariation between species that are phylogenetic-
ally related [40]. Their performance is dependent on the quality
of the input alignments, and the main drawbacks include a
weaker prediction efficiency and the need for a high-capacity CPU.

In this review, we focus on three software programs, RNAup,
IntaRNA and ssearch, to illustrate their sensitivity and specifi-
city. The benchmark used is composed of a set of 43 validated
sRNAs and 52 mRNAs, with 62 true interactions and 41
noninteractions (see supplementary data) collected from
sRNAtarBASE [41] (mainly composed of E. coli and Salmonella
enterica sRNAs). The results of the predictions are represented
graphically with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
in Figure 2. Based on these results, it is important to mention
that sophisticated methods and naı̈ve approaches give compar-
able results for this data set. The first two software programs
exploit sequence information together with structural informa-
tion, whereas the last one only addresses sequence comple-
mentarity. RNAup and IntaRNA, which rely on RNA folding,
show a slightly better compromise between sensitivity and spe-
cificity. To further our investigation, we used randomly shuffled

sequences to evaluate the statistical significance of the RNA
composition. We focused on gcvB sRNA, for which (1) more
than 10 targets have been experimentally validated and (2) in-
volvement in the pervasive regulation of more that 1% of
Salmonella genes was previously suggested [10]. As shown in
Figure 3, the distribution of the scores given by the three soft-
ware programs was not higher than that with a real sequence.
These observations suggest that use of only the sRNA alphabet
with the short length of the interaction regions and the lack of
biological information for the interacting rules does not enable
discrimination of the results given by the real gcvB sequence.

Facing the general lack of biological information, it is import-
ant to obtain the best sensitivity from the first stage of predic-
tion, before the data mining stage, and then to exploit
additional biological features to prioritize the biological rele-
vance of the predictions.

Data mining on the sRNA-mediated regulatory network

A widely studied area in bioinformatics relies on biological data-
bases, where a huge amount of biological multipurpose data is
available. The integration of these data through data mining
approaches can help to formulate relevant arguments when pri-
oritizing predictions for experimental validations. Moreover, for
the last decade, a particular interest has been given to enrich-
ment methods to exploit such information by identifying statis-
tically informative annotations.‘

Figure 2. ROC curves. These ROC curves give a sensitivity/specificity report for a software benchmark based on the experimental data provided by sRNATarBase. A

colour version of this figure is available online at BIB online: http://bib.oxfordjournals.org.
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Functional enrichment analysis
In enrichment methods, the underlying idea is to compare
groups of genes that are put together according to biological
criteria (for instance, groups of mRNAs that share a predicted
interaction with one unique sRNA) with a second catalog of
gene groups derived from a biological database and sharing a
biological annotation [42, 43].

The two most widely used biological databases are the Gene
Ontology (GO) and KEGG databases, which describe the hier-
archical relationships between semantic annotations describing
the functional activity of proteins and the metabolic pathway
assignation of enzymes, respectively. Other databases, such as
MetaCyc [44], can be used to complete KEGG information be-
cause they attempt to provide more exact, true biological path-
ways, for example, by separately recording the different
pathway variants observed in different organisms.

The enrichment strategy provides overrepresented mRNA
annotations according to a molecular database of interest.
A statistical score is computed according to the presence of
enriched annotated terms (e.g. GO or enzymatic activity) in a
reference group, called the background (e.g. the total mRNAs of
the genome of interest). Following and extending this strategy,
more than 68 software programs have been proposed and
reviewed [42]. The choice of one of these software programs is
not an easy task, and some of the following ranking key points
have to be prioritized.

First, the use of standard formats for the mRNA identifica-
tion is crucial. Moreover, typically, only a few gene model organ-
isms are indexed, regardless of the biological database that is
used.

A second key point to consider is the list of available data-
bases, as each database is specialized in different biological
features. The GO database is the most widely used and

partitions genes into three main groups corresponding to their
associated biological processes, cellular localization and mo-
lecular functions. It is nevertheless meaningful to note that the
GO hierarchy is based on DAGs (Directed Acyclic graph, a graph
where a child annotation can be linked to several parent anno-
tations, and vice versa). In consequence, one gene can contain
several annotations on multiple levels of precision. This redun-
dant information has been described in several works [45, 46] to
increase the difficulty of interpreting results (for instance, rely-
ing on various genes with different levels of precision in their
annotation, according to the GO database). Recently, Dutkowski
et al. [47] investigated this problem and proposed a new level of
compact ontologies to filter out the GO node annotation.
Another approach, implemented in GoSemSim [45], combined
the similarity between several GO terms and their topological
localization in the GO graph to compute a similarity score.
Other tools integrate neighborhood information from the local
GO graph into each term via an enrichment computation (for re-
view see [42]); for instance, Bauer et al. [48] provide a visualiza-
tion output to interact with the GO graph.

Finally, Väeremo et al. [49] investigated the impact of differ-
ent statistical metrics but showed no significant differences.
Conversely, Naeem et al. noted that the quality and the type of
data may influence the results through the statistical tests
used [43].

By considering all of these key features in the case of non-
model bacteria, the web server David-WS [50] proved to be an
interesting solution. This platform, which also provides a web
server and web services for a huge list of bacteria, integrates a
large list of databases, ranging from generalized databases,
such as Uniprot, to specific databases that exploit protein do-
main information or sequence conservation. In addition, the
web server David-WS enables the simultaneous exploitation of

Figure 3. Distribution of the similarity score given by ssearch (A) and energy values given by IntaRNA (B) and RNAup (C). Four sRNA sequences (GcvB and 3 GcvB ran-

domly shuffled sequences, with a global similarity of 50%, with 20% of gaps, and no conserved motifs with a length > 4) were used to calculate the 100 best-scoring

interactions with the 50UTR of the mRNAs in E. coli.
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the enriched semantic terms given by all databases. After the
computation of an enrichment score for each database, an add-
itional clustering step is performed to group genes that share
similar annotations, regardless of the database. This clustering
step is helpful when dealing with the redundancy problem cre-
ated by the GO annotation because it adds supplementary infor-
mation to the biological knowledge.

Analyzing regulatory network with visualization

Information visualization has now been established as a fruitful
strategy to address the problem raised by the abundance of
information [51]. Schneiderman [52] provided some recommen-
dations for the visual exploration of data, which are now known
as the Visual Information-Seeking Mantra: ‘Overview first,
zoom and filter, then details-on-demand’. These recommenda-
tions have been widely applied to biological networks, as the
size and complexity of newly acquired networks prohibit
manual representation (for an overview on biological data visu-
alization, the reader can refer to a special issue of Nature
Methods, issue S3, Volume 7). Figure 4 shows how information
visualization can fit the analytical process performed by scien-
tists to extract knowledge from large and complex biological
data. Information visualization produces visual representation
of input data to help the expert to build hypotheses and test
them through bioinformatics algorithms. To increase the user’s
level of confidence, bioinformatics algorithms can either reduce
the scope of the study or integrate additional biological know-
ledge. Such an analytical loop produces new data that can po-
tentially be used to motivate experimental studies.

During the past decade, the community has produced a large
number of software pieces for biological network analysis and
visualization (for a general review see [53, 54]). Two categories of
visualization tools can be distinguished: general network visual-
ization tools and network-dedicated tools. Among the general
tools, one of the most famous is Cytoscape [55], and others in-
clude Tulip [56], Pajek [57] and Gephi [58]. These tools support
many features and are generally suitable options for the visual-
ization, analysis and exploration of large networks. Additionally,
some of these tools integrate a plug-in management system or a
script interpreter [56, 58, 59], allowing experts to increase the
number of supported features (for instance, by adding a dedicated
clustering algorithm). Although these tools have proven their effi-
ciency in general cases, because of their generic nature, they may
not fulfill the requirements of all users, such as in cases of well-
defined and network-specific tasks. This leads to the second cat-
egory of visualization tools, which are dedicated to particular
types of networks. For instance, some of these tools are designed
for the analysis of protein–protein interaction networks [60],
metabolic networks [61, 62], signaling networks [63, 64], gene
regulatory networks [65] and sRNA-mediated regulatory networks
[66] (for detailed reviews, the reader can refer to [67]). Usually,
these tools integrate only the features needed to solve tasks spe-
cific to the type of network they are related to. Restricting the
number of features facilitates the manipulation and exploration
of the data, as the abundance of features can make the graphic
interface tedious to learn.

The first aspect that a visualization system has to address is
the representation of the network. The main difficulty when
building a readable representation is assigning coordinates (in
2D or 3D) to each node of the network. There currently exists a
plethora of layout algorithms for particular classes of graphs,
such as trees, planar graphs or DAGs, for which effective solu-
tions have been found that give good results, not only in terms
of time/space complexity but also in terms of aesthetic criteria.

However, real-world graphs, and in particular biological net-
works, usually do not belong to these classes. Finding an algo-
rithm that gives good results (in terms of aesthetic criteria and
information emphasized) for arbitrary graphs is a difficult
problem. The most popular approach for drawing such graphs
is the force-directed (or organic) approach, as it produces visu-
ally pleasant and structurally significant results. Many general
visualization tools and network-specific tools [59, 61, 65, 68]
support such algorithms. Dedicated algorithms have also been
proposed to address specific types of networks and to fulfill
user expectations (e.g. [64] for signaling pathways, [69] for meta-
bolic networks). In addition to network layout, some biological
network visualization tools allow the user to import and visual-
ize experimental data (such as gene expression or metabolite
concentrations). These tools usually integrate visualization
dedicated to multidimensional data, such as scatterplots, paral-
lel coordinates and microarray-like representations [55, 61, 68].
Other tools [59, 61, 64] support contextual visualization of time
series data. In such cases, the experimental data are superim-
posed on the nodes of the network by changing their sizes or
colors or by using charts or heat-maps.

To facilitate the understanding of the processes occurring in
a network and to investigate the putative cellular organization,
selection of subparts of the entire data is crucial. Such filtering
can be achieved according to three main criteria. First, the
subnetwork of interest can be selected by filtering out elements
according to the provided data, such as gene expression in a
gene regulatory network or metabolite concentrations in meta-
bolic pathways/networks [55, 59, 61, 65]. Another interesting
method is based on the computation of graph metrics [56, 57,
61], which has been described in several reviews [70, 71]. In gen-
eral, when analyzing biological networks, inferring topological
metrics helps in generating hypotheses on the robustness and/
or dynamics of the network [72, 73].

Figure 4. The iterative analysis process that exploits visualization and bioinfor-

matics for getting insight from the input data. The orange ovals depict the

involved skills and scientific domains, while the blue squares represent the

intermediate results. A colour version of this figure is available at BIB online:

http://bib.oxfordjournals.org.
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Finally, use of expert knowledge is of utmost importance to
reduce the scope of the analysis by focusing on subparts accord-
ing to biological information. The integration of biological
databases is currently one of the main challenges in the data
mining community, and many studies have focused on enrich-
ment analyses for driving the integration of multipurpose
‘omics’ or annotated data. Although such database integration
enables the user to perform more realistic analysis, few tools in-
tegrate visualization approaches [74], and if so, they are dedi-
cated to specific biological networks [75, 76].

An illustration with E. COLI

The input of the visualization environment is a list of sRNAs
and mRNAs extracted from databases and complete genome
annotations. When building the network, the two types of genes
are automatically assigned to nodes in a bipartite graph where
different colors and shapes can distinguish between them, and
two nodes are linked by an edge if an interaction between the
corresponding RNAs has been predicted. The resulting biolo-
gical networks can have a prohibitive size due to the large
amount of predicted interactions, which hinders their explor-
ation and analysis. Additional information may enrich that first
network in an integrated way. For example, the enriched func-
tional annotations of mRNAs allow highlighting a group of
genes that belong to the same functional class.

Therefore, the main objective is to extract information from
that amount of data, by focusing on subnetworks of interest
that represent smaller groups of related genes. With the cluster-
ing and layout algorithms, visualization approaches offer a way
to integrate and synthetize information and to facilitate the ex-
ploration and the manipulation of these large biological net-
works. First, grouping together nodes that exhibit similar
features or behavior can generate subnetworks. Second, new-
dedicated layout algorithms can be applied to compare the
different subnetworks. To contribute to this goal, it is crucial to
use an appropriate software to cluster and display nodes ac-
cording to the information of interest. The filtering algorithms
offer generic and specific functionalities to filter out uninterest-
ing elements. In the next paragraph, an example of a strategy
is proposed that uses, as the point of departure, the combin-
ation of two methods of clustering (or filters) based on, respect-
ively, annotations and topological features. For example, the
biologist can extract subnetworks according to particular anno-
tations. He can also select node’s neighborhood (e.g. sRNA’s
putative targets) according to the features of the predicted
interactions. The visualization of a specific sRNA region inter-
acting with many other mRNAs may be discovered and
considered as an evolutionary constrained region. Multiple
views then help to visually mine and facilitate the comparison
of two or more subnetworks (e.g. showing validated versus pre-
dicted interactions).

We illustrate the advantages of using a combined strategy
based on bioinformatics and visualization approaches when
dealing with a huge number of predicted targets. In particular,
we investigated the sRNA-mediated regulation network related
to biofilm formation in the bacterium E. coli. Recent publications
focusing on the regulation of biofilm formation in enterobacte-
ria are of interest for our case study. Mika et al. [11] highlighted
the central role of three proteins (FlhD, RpoS, CsgD) whose syn-
thesis is regulated at a transcriptional level by 8 sRNAs (OmrA,
OmrB, ArcZ, Mcas, OxyS, DsrA, RprA and GcvB) in a representa-
tive DOR motif configuration. Focusing on the same biological
process, VanPuyvelde et al. [77] reviewed the connections

between the biofilm regulatory subnetwork and other biological
processes, including outer membrane homeostasis, the two-
component system, synthesis of extracellular curli and flagellar
motility. These processes are interconnected and occur under
stressful conditions, such as when the cell has to shift from a
growth to a stationary state. Moreover, the amount of published
data showing the impact of various biological processes in the
formation of biofilm through the action of key regulators is
increasing and illustrates the complexity of regulation [77].
Altogether, these processes involve 11 sRNAs (MicM, CyaR, lpeX,
Mica, MicC, MicF, Mcas, OmrA, OmrB, RseX and RybB), some of
which are also directly involved in biofilm formation. Taken to-
gether with an additional report on the pervasive regulation ac-
tion of GcvB in Salmonella [10], we obtained a list of 15 known
nonredundant sRNAs, which have been shown to act directly or
indirectly on biofilm formation. Investigating the key regulators
involved in biofilm formation with regard to various biological
networks was the point of departure to illustrate the advantages
of integrating multiple computational approaches. To do so, we
used rNAV [66], a visualization software program that encapsu-
lates the process of building, enriching and exploring sRNA-
mediated networks.

Figure 5 shows the analysis process we followed in this
study. One of the key advantages of the visualization strategy is
to support an iterative process where the network is succes-
sively pruned until a given hypothesis is confirmed. The first
step is to build an E. coli network using the 15 sRNAs involved in
biofilm regulation using INTARNA. We obtained a network com-
posed of 2913 nodes as 50UTR mRNAs and 6705 edges modeling

Figure 5. The analysis process mixing visualization and bioinformatics

approaches. The blue arrows show the iterative process where the network is

successively pruned according to enrichment analysis and visual exploration.

The gray arrows show the reconstruction of the validated subnetwork and its

exploitation to note conserved features and to identify promising putative inter-

actions in the predicted networks. A colour version of this figure is available at

BIB online: http://bib.oxfordjournals.org.
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the predictive interactions. Such a prohibitive number of puta-
tive interactions make the interactive exploration of the data
extremely difficult.

The second step of the analysis was to perform a functional
enrichment. Using the annotated network, we filtered interesting
annotations to reduce the scope of the study to a few RNAs.
By visually investigating the regions of the sRNA where the pre-
dicted interactions occur, we could then identify promising puta-
tive interactions.

In this study, we focused on enriched annotations of interest
[77] and extracted three subnetworks with the following key-
word annotations (see Figure 6):

1. porin membrane proteins, with 13 sRNAs, 85 mRNAs and
159 potential interactions,

2. two-component system pathway, with 10 sRNAs, 15 mRNAs
and 32 potential interactions and

3. flagellum processes, with 10 sRNAs, 13 mRNAs and 23 po-
tential interactions

The addition of these three networks, together with already
known interactions (when available), provides a new way of pri-
oritizing new candidates. Hence, the known interactions are of
particular interest for identifying further conserved features re-
garding the experimentally validated pairs of sRNA–mRNA (e.g.
the conservation of the position within one sRNA targeting sev-
eral mRNAs, the RBS interaction position onto the 50UTR of
mRNAs or the presence of an enriched annotation term
extracted from the biological databases). We thus extracted the
subnetwork corresponding to these validated interactions (see
Figure 6). By visually comparing the predicted interactions in
these four subnetworks of sRNA of interest (Figure 6 shows the
predicted interactions of RybB and GcvB) and taking into

Figure 6. Exploration of the predicted graph using three enriched annotations and interacting regions. RNAs are represented by blue squares and mRNAs by orange cir-

cles. The first row shows to the validated interaction network. It depicts the network, together with a focus Rows 2, 3 and 4 show networks pruned according to annota-

tions of interest (respectively, porin membrane proteins, two-component system pathway and flagellum processes). For each resulting subnetwork, according to the

enrichment of interest, a focus is depicted on two sRNA and their targets: RybB and GcvB. For each base of one RNA, a curve is displayed. This curve shows the number

of interactions each of its bases is involved in. A colour version of this figure is available at BIB online: http://bib.oxfordjournals.org.
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account the conservation of interacting sRNA regions, we
reduced the number of putative interactions. Following such an
analysis process, we highlighted the experimentally validated
interactions (7 for RybB and 12 for GcvB) and suggested new
interaction candidates (30 for RybB and 28 for GcvB), which
could all be potential areas for future investigation. Such types
of regulation may support the connections between the biofilm
regulatory subnetwork and other biological processes, as previ-
ously suggested [77].

This example illustrates the advantages of coupling bioinfor-
matics and visualization approaches. One advantage involves the
graphical representation of the multiple connections between
RNAs to bring out hubs as SIM and DOR motifs. Another advan-
tage is that this combined approach highlights interconnected
biological processes, helping the biologist to obtain a global view
of the regulation networks at the scale of the entire cell.

Discussion and conclusion

Because of the lack of biological information regarding these
RNA–RNA interaction rules, prediction tools often yield a pro-
hibitive number of candidates. To circumvent this problem, fil-
tering of the predictions to focus on the most promising ones is
crucial. The strategy relies on providing a posteriori multipur-
pose information, according to the heterogeneous data ex-
tracted from databases (using enrichment methods) and the
visual exploration/analysis of the biological network (using
visualization approaches). We reviewed the different methods
in both domains in the context of biological networks. To ad-
dress the large amounts of data generated in network predic-
tion, the integration of additional biological information is often
used to filter the results. To do so, enrichment methods allow
the exploitation of ‘omics’ data (derived from multipurpose
methods) to identify statistically significant subgroups of sRNA
targets sharing an annotation feature.

The exploitation of visualization approaches is also of great
interest to enable a general view of the multiple connections be-
tween RNAs (such as deciphering hubs) and to explore them
while focusing on features for specific sRNAs or mRNAs. A mix
of these methods is of great help for focusing on pertinent can-
didates, with multiscale arguments for designing experimental
validation. Moreover, an sRNA-mediated regulatory network
can be investigated to infer sRNA functions by indirectly tack-
ling the functions of the targeted mRNAs. Considering that
mRNA functions are inferred from annotated genomes, the
identification of sRNAs and their relationships with mRNAs is
the crucial step. The biological process in which targets are
involved could be exploited to propose a functional annotation
for their regulating sRNAs. Although more research is required
to obtain a complete picture of all regulation networks at the
cellular scale, efforts to combine experimental and predicted
data in an integrated view will most likely help biologists to
understand the complex interactions of an organism with its
environment. Moreover, multilevel networks focusing on gene
function and regulation will also enhance the ability to predict
effects of genome engineering strategies that form the basis of
most of the work in the emerging field of synthetic biology.

Even though this review is focused on bacterial sRNA
analysis (the case application with E. coli can be applied to other
bacteria), other applications could be conceived, such as
addressing new types of RNAs. However, the biodiversity of
interacting molecules that involve RNAs will have to be taken
into account for adaptation of this strategy. As an example,
when dealing with miRNA in eukaryotes, it will be necessary to

take into account the scaling generated by the higher number of
genes in eukaryotic cells. Because of the size of the data, both
the data representation and the bioinformatics analysis may
become more time-consuming. In the interaction prediction
step, more appropriate tools should be used to specifically ex-
ploit the seed located at the 2–8 nt positions of miRNA as an
anchor
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Supplementary data are available online at http://bib.
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